
GLOBAL MARKETING IN FIRM

Explain the role of global marketing in the firm from a holistic perspective. In the end, the firm's global competitiveness is
mainly dependent on the end-result of.

In later years the enormous success of the Brazilian frozen concentrated orange juice industry has been
attributable not only to poor climatic conditions prevailing in its competitive countries, but the fact that its
investment in large production economies of scale, bulk transport and storage technologies considerably
reduced international transport costs and facilitated improved distribution of the juice to, and within, importing
countries. Proposed and practiced fair trade policies vary widely, ranging from the common prohibition of
goods made using slave labor, to minimum price support schemes such as those for coffee in the s. Many
consumer goods firms, who previously had local or regional brands are focusing on building a global branding
strategy, at the corporate, product business, and product level. This may result in the use of global or regional
media and, similarly, global or regional retailers who are able to provide coverage matching the geographic
scope of the firm's operations and hence, improve marketing efficiencies. As soon as that has been established,
draw a map that covers the overall strategy and techniques to attain those objectives. Where unifying
influences are found then the marketer is able to develop more standardised plans. The concentration moves
from multinational. Thus new products generally emanate from high income countries and, over time, orders
begin to be solicited from lower income countries and so a thriving export market develops. Planning to meet
the opportunities and challenges of global marketing In order to take advantage of global opportunities, as
well as meet the challenges presented by so doing a number of concepts can be particularly useful. Of course,
global marketing is more than selling your product or service globally. Learning Objectives Discuss the
benefits and challenges of global corporations from a marketing perspective Key Takeaways Key Points
Despite the general opportunities a global market provides, there are significant challenges MNCs face in
penetrating these markets. The World Trade Organization WTO deals with trade regulations, provides a
framework for negotiating trade agreements, and fosters a dispute resolution process aimed at enforcing
adherence to WTO agreements. Joint Ventures A joint venture is a partnership between a domestic and foreign
firm. South Korea has done much better by economic criteria than India over the past fifty years, though its
success also has to do with effective state institutions. A classic example of this phenomenon is the case of
Zimbabwe Sunsplash fruit juice drinks. Trade and Globalization Countries engage in international trade to
focus on producing goods most efficiently and to achieve economies of scale in production. In other words,
the bridge may involve a whole set of utilities afforded to the end user time, place and form , and add value at
each stage of the transaction. In Mexico, they have a green chili cheeseburger and in South Korea, they have
bulgogi burgers. Farm machinery, for example, requires volume to generate profits for the development of
new products. Global marketing and global branding are integrated. If one considers the whole range of
materials from their raw to value added state there is hardly a market segment which cannot be tapped
globally. The Types of International Exposure Firms typically approach international marketing cautiously.
The international economic system Several factors have contributed to the growth of the international
economy post World War II. The latter type of organisation may systematically, or in an ad hoc manner,
search out international opportunities. With commodities, physical, Government and economic environmental
factors playing a major role in international marketing. Starbucks Starbucks adjusts its menu for local tastes.
Here, the firm needs to consider the absolute size of the product market and its rate of growth, as well as per
capita consumption and growth. You need to create a more personalized experience. Cotton, as an ingredient
in shirtings, suitings, and curtain material can be globally marketed as natural and fashionable. When there are
a large number of differences, then plans have to be designed adapted to circumstances. If the organisation
faces intense competition then it may be forced to up the pace and scale of foreign investment. In analysing
behaviour one has not to generalise. Structure l How does the company have to be structured to meet the
government, economic and social objectives as well as company objectives Plan implementation m Given the
goverment's policies, attitudes and economic and social objectives how is an effective marketing plan
designed, resouced and implemented? Kenya, emerged as a major supplier of high quality sweet peppers,
courgettes and French beans and a major supplier of "Asian" vegetables okra, chillies etc. Similarly, the
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degree of modification may vary ranging from minor modifications such as adjusting to voltage, size or color
preferences, to major differences such as taste and technological complexity. Since the evolutionary
framework also provides the broadest perspective and can also incorporate the other perspectives, this article
also focuses on the specific decisions that a firm needs to make as it develops experience in international
markets. Both partners invest money, share ownership, and share control of the venture. In this case, product
substitution between the exporter and importer may also take place. Luxury products, high-tech products, and
new innovations are the most common products in the global marketplace [7] because they are easier to
market due to a lack of traditional cultural values attached to their meanings. Learning Objectives Review the
relationship between trade and globalization from a marketing perspective Key Takeaways Key Points Factors
influencing international trade include trade sanctions, trade barriers, and the free trade movement. When
planning to do global marketing, a number of "environmental" factors have to be considered but generally one
is looking for "unifying" or "differentiating" influences which will dictate a "standard or "adapted" planning
approach. But when a global approach can fall anywhere on a spectrum â€” from tight worldwide coordination
on programming details to loose agreements on product ideas â€” there is no reason for this rigid view. When
a firm chooses to market internationally, it must decide whether to adjust its domestic marketing program.


